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DTX (Digital In-Car Video) 
To help offi cers work more safely and securely than ever, the DTX 
Digital In-Car Video System is the most reliable mobile system. Every 
aspect of performance and manufacturing integrity is thoroughly 
tested to assure that it stands up to the day-to-day demands of 
law enforcement. What’s more, DTX is engineered for software 
and fi rmware upgrades to ensure that your investment will be as 
compatible with tomorrow’s technology as it is with today’s.

Stinger Spike System - Tire Defl ation Device 
Federal Signal is committed to producing quality, cost-effective tire 
defl ation devices to assist law enforcement personnel in bringing 
pursuits to a safe and quick conclusion. We feel so strongly in the 
safety of law enforcement personnel and the public that we offer 
free Stinger Spike System™ training. Check out the Stinger Spike 
Systems and Rat-Trap™ II tire defl ation systems video at fedsig.com.

Federal Signal Solutions
SmartSiren Platinum
SmartSiren® Platinum consists of a rugged control head, 
re-defined amplifier-relay unit and the exclusive FS Convergence 
Network for “plug-n-play” serial communication. The intuitively 
engineered control head employs heavy duty, rubberized, backlit 
push-buttons and a three-position slide switch for quick activation 
and “at a glance” command and control. The amplifier employs 
built-in diagnostics to replicate power supplied to the vehicle’s 
control system. 

PA640
The 100-watt PA640 model offers full-featured, programmable 
performance in a mid-range siren. It meets SAE J1849 and Class A 
requirements and incorporates auxiliary relay and light controls. 
Features include a four-position slide switch, a five-position rotary 
siren switch with Wail, Yelp, Priority or Hi-Lo, Air Horn, and 
Peak-and-Hold tones, nine relay-controlled outputs for 80-amp 
switching capacity, dynamic short circuit protection and a noise-
canceling microphone.

650 Series
Have control of all warning light and siren functions in one 
hand with the 650 Series remote microphone-controlled siren. 
The compact microphone contains ten rubberized, backlit push-
buttons, including three for progressive action that mimics a slide 
switch. The siren has full 100-watt output with five siren tones: 
Wail, Priority, Air Horn, Manual Peak and Hold. 

PA300-CN 
PA300-CN is a versatile siren and light controller at an affordable 
price. This 100/200-watt siren is equipped with lighting and 
SignalMaster directional control; a programmable, remote control-
head with noise canceling microphone; and recognizable PA300 
siren tones:  Wail, Yelp, Priority,Air Horn, and Manual. PA300-CN 
is also FS Convergency Network compatible for “plug-and-play” 
serial communication. 

ES100/AS124 
ES100 at only 2.6-inches deep, is the slimmest 100-watt speaker 
available. Its solid aluminum body stands up to the harshest 
conditions and can be easily installed in a wide variety of 
vehicles. The 100-watt AS124 speaker features a field replaceable 
neodymium driver and a rugged polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 
body to resist heat and moisture. Both models meet Class A, SAE 
J1849 and CCR Title 13 requirements. 

Rumbler 
Rumbler® is an intersection traffic clearing system that interacts 
with most 100/200-watt siren amplifiers to provide secondary, 
low frequency tones. Low frequency tones allow vehicle operators 
and nearby pedestrians to FEEL the sound waves. The Rumbler 
is ideal for dense urban environments with heavy vehicle and 
pedestrian traffic. 2645 Federal Signal Drive, University Park, IL 60484

Tel.: (800) 264-3578 • Fax: (800) 682-8022
www.fedsig.com

Opticom and Littlite are trademarks of their respective owners.
All others indicated are trademarks of Federal Signal Corporation.
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Vision SLR
Vision® SLR’s distinct non-linear shape and Solaris® SLR (Solaris LED 
Rotating Reflector) delivers 360-degrees of light output and up to 
8-times more light to the critical intersection angles. 

Exclusive to Federal Signal is the SpectraLux™ multicolor 
LED technology. SpectraLux allows for a single light source to 
change from any color combination. In all white steady position, 
‘Smart Pods’ provide an impressive flood light to quickly illuminate 
an emergency scene. For additional lighting, mounting brackets 
accommodate the patented HotFoot™ LED take downs (optional).

In-Line Corner LED
In-line corner LED systems feature a reliable low-profile lighthead 
that uses nine high-powered LEDs to promote multi-directional 
illumination. Easy-to-install assemblies are compatible with 
virtually all front corner, taillight and back-up light vehicular 
applications. In-line corner LED systems can be used as a single 
warning system or an extension of existing warning light 
devices. In addition, multiple in-line corner LED systems can be 
synchronized to produce effective warning patterns between the 
back and the front of the vehicle.

Viper S2
Viper® S2 delivers dramatic light output that can be mounted 
almost anywhere inside an emergency vehicle. Viper S2 has 
extremely low amp draw and quietly meets EMI and RFI 
requirements. Offered in single- or dual-head configurations, 
both styles are available with a cigarette plug, as a stand-alone 
type, or with synchronized capability. All models are equipped 
with a snap-on flash guard, reflective tape, bracket and universal 
mounting hardware.

Viper EXT
Viper® EXT perimeter lights outperform with eight high-intensity 
LEDs and Federal Signal’s built-in Solaris® LED reflector. These 
bright compact light heads operate independently, synchronized 
with each other or with any other Federal Signal light head that 
uses Federal Signal’s highly efficient two-phase wire technology.

IMPAXX
IMPAXX® combines the Solaris reflector design with the most 
advanced LEDs to deliver the brightest, most effective compact 
light available. IMPAXX can operate independently, synchronized 
with other IMPAXX or synchronized with Federal Signal lightheads 
equipped with the advanced two-phase wire technology. The 
lightheads are programmed with up to 23 built-in flash patterns 
and synchronize to flash in the same pattern, a sliding progression 
or in opposite sequence of each other. IPX6 models are available 
with the SpectraLux multicolor LED technology.

MicroPulse
Stealth and power are united in the MicroPulse™ 6-LED lighthead. 
Offered with several mounting options, the MicroPulse can be 
mounted on the hood, trunk or any flat surface of a vehicle. 
Nineteen multiple flash patterns create versatility that allows 
the lighthead to flash as a solid or split-color and operate from 
a 12-24 VDC  power source. Plus multiple MicroPulse lightheads 
can synchronize for optimum enhancement of any lighting 
application.

CN SignalMaster
CN SignalMaster provides advanced warning and directional 
lighting for law enforcement vehicles. CN SignalMaster is 
built with Federal Signal’s Solaris LED reflector design for 
superior light output to the front and rear of the vehicle. 
CN SignalMaster can quickly be changed from a warning light 
to a directional light with Federal Signal’s SpectraLux multi-color 
LED technology. 

SignalMaster and Controllers
Federal Signal’s innovative design makes these directional light 
controllers unlike any other in the market. SignalMaster controllers 
operate 12 and 24 VDC systems and can be configured to operate 
two 4-, 6- or 8- lamp directional lights. The tactile membrane panel 
allows users to easily select functions. The two flasher channels 
offer the user a choice of eight selectable patterns plus a steady-on 
mode. The SMC5 offers fourteen warning patterns and the SMC1 
offers seven warning patterns.

Headlight and Taillight Flashers
The headlight and taillight flasher line offers unmatched 
versatility, dependability and ease of installation. Solid-state 
models offer extended service life and reliability. Basic relay-
driven models provide an economic option. Plug-and-play 
capability, multiple flash patterns, and extremely low standby 
current are just some of the features. All models are potted to 
resist heat and moisture.

Littlite
Littlite® is a sleek, low profile gooseneck lamp that efficiently 
produces light in a concentrated area and can easily be aimed 
exactly where you need it. The units are equipped with a 
permanently attached gooseneck that extends from either the 
end or top of the chassis and are controlled by your choice of 
rheostat or an on/off switch.

Opticom
Opticom™ Infrared System is a compact, lightweight encoded 
signal device intended for emergency vehicles. The emitter 
separates precise time pulses of high-intensity light from the 
lightbar to traffic signals to cause activation. When the system 
is activated, traffic signals turn green providing emergency 
vehicles with the right-of-way through intersections. The energy 
pulses from the emitter carry the vehicle class and ID number 
information for emergency vehicle security.

Valor
Valor® lightbar’s distinct non-linear design provides 360-degrees 
of light output and off-axis lighting at the critical intersection 
points. The exclusive SpectraLux technology allows LEDs to 
change combinations from red, blue, amber and white. 
In all white steady position, Valor serves as a flood 
light to quickly illuminate an emergency scene. Valor has a 
built-in SignalMaster™ capability for directional traffic warning.
The optional HotFoot system allows for LED alley and take 
down lights. 

Legend LPX 
Legend LPX Series offers many of the same premium features 
found in high-end lightbars at a surprisingly moderate cost. 
The low-profile linear lightbar employs powerful LEDs in 
tandem with Federal Signal’s exclusive Solaris reflectors. 
The LPX Series includes many features not typically found in lower 
priced lightbars, such as LED alley and takedown lights, front and 
rear light cut-off control, built-in SignalMaster and a dimming 
feature to reduce light output when the vehicle is stationary.

SpectraLux ILS
The low-profile Internal Lighting System (ILS) is engineered 
with Federal Signal’s Solaris LED reflector design and 
SpectraLux multicolor LED technology to provide superior 
optical performance found in a full-size lightbar.

Available in front split-headliner and rear deck models, 
these interior systems blend into the existing vehicle’s 
interior. Front models can operate as a standard emergency 
warning or as a flood light. Rear models can operate as 
a standard emergency warning or as a directional light.

Legend
The Legend® has a low-profile, linear design that is fully populated 
with powerful LEDs and is combined with the Solaris LED reflector 
design for full light coverage. Legend utilizes patented ROC 
(Reliable Onboard Circuitry™) technology to reduce 
potential failure points found in a typical lightbar. 

Legend is fully-featured with LED alley and take down 
lights, front and rear cut-off and a dimming feature to reduce 
light output while the vehicle is stationary. The optional HotFoot 
system offers additional LED light modules mounted to the foot 
of the lightbar.
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PA300-CN is a versatile siren and light controller at an affordable 
price. This 100/200-watt siren is equipped with lighting and 
SignalMaster directional control; a programmable, remote control-
head with noise canceling microphone; and recognizable PA300 
siren tones:  Wail, Yelp, Priority,Air Horn, and Manual. PA300-CN 
is also FS Convergency Network compatible for “plug-and-play” 
serial communication. 

ES100/AS124 
ES100 at only 2.6-inches deep, is the slimmest 100-watt speaker 
available. Its solid aluminum body stands up to the harshest 
conditions and can be easily installed in a wide variety of 
vehicles. The 100-watt AS124 speaker features a field replaceable 
neodymium driver and a rugged polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 
body to resist heat and moisture. Both models meet Class A, SAE 
J1849 and CCR Title 13 requirements. 

Rumbler 
Rumbler® is an intersection traffic clearing system that interacts 
with most 100/200-watt siren amplifiers to provide secondary, 
low frequency tones. Low frequency tones allow vehicle operators 
and nearby pedestrians to FEEL the sound waves. The Rumbler 
is ideal for dense urban environments with heavy vehicle and 
pedestrian traffic. 2645 Federal Signal Drive, University Park, IL 60484
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